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ABSTRACT 

Education Data Mining is very useful in the field of education to predict campus placement of students. Campus 

placement is a very important concern for any educational organization and wants to improve placement. Educational data 

mining uses the new technique and tools for discovering the knowledge by analyzing the database to support for prediction 

process in educational institution. This paper analyze the different data mining techniques and  implement  data mining technique 

to enhance prediction for campus placement in any higher education institute. In this paper takes student academic data to 

predict the standing of placement as an input. Weka software is used for design and implements to making clusters of complete 

database which is classify the students according to their performance and qualification.  The parameters to calculating 

performance of student including academic performance, communication skills, technical skills, vocational training and projects 

are measured to ability of a student for placement. The educational institution can predict the campus placement of each student 

and improve the placement of the organization. 
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In higher educational institution one of the 

important facts is the growth of educational data. These 

data are growing fast without any advantage to the 

organization. The large amount of data uses new 

techniques and tools for processing of produced data in 

business processes and extracting some useful 

information and knowledge are required. Data mining 

techniques are analytical tools that can be used to extract 

important knowledge from large data sets. The 

importance of data mining in higher educational 

institution proposing new techniques of data mining 

application in education like placement system and also 

focused on data mining capability to improve decision 

making processes in placement system in education 

institutions.  

The importance of this technology better 

understand through the literature survey that highlights 

educational system need today and data mining 

techniques are applied to the current educational system 

to predict on datasets. The applications of data mining in 

different fields of human life use the large volumes of 

data storage in various formats like text documents, 

images, audio, videos, and many new data formats. For 

better decision making on data collected from different 

applications need proper mechanism to extracting 

knowledge from large database. The main aim of data 

mining is to discover the useful information from large 

collections of data [1]. The various functionalities of data 

mining are applying different technique and algorithms to 

discover and extract pattern of collected datasets [2]. 

Recently data mining applications focus and implements 

due to its imports in decision making and it is useful part 

in various organizations like educational areas. Data 

mining fields are nowadays applying in each fields of 

human life such that some fields are financial data 

analysis, biological data analysis, retail industry, 

telecommunication industry, and other scientific 

applications.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section II describes overview of some data 

mining techniques. Section III, we explained some 

clustering techniques of data mining. The experimental 

results of this paper are discussed in Section IV. The 

conclusion is given in section V. 

DATA MINING TECHNIQUES 

Various algorithms and techniques like 

Association rules, Classification, Clustering, Regression, 

Neural Networks, Fuzzy logic,  Decision Trees, Genetic 

Algorithm, are used for knowledge discovery from 

databases [3]. Some are introduced as follows 

Classification  

The most commonly useful data mining 

technique is classification which provides work for a 

group of pre-classified data to develop a method that can 

classify the amount of large datasets. Applications like 

fraud detection, credit risk applications and these similar 

types of application are particularly analysis by this 

technique.  

Clustering  

In  data mining, clustering is a technique to 

grouping a set of objects in such a way that objects in the 

similar group are more to each other than to those in other 

groups. Image analysis, machine learning, 

bioinformatics, pattern recognition, and information 

retrieval are applications that are applied through this 

technique. Some important clustering methods are 
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K-means method, hierarchical agglomerative method, 

density based method, farthest first method, and EM 

method. 

Predication  

One of the data mining techniques is the 

prediction that establishes correlation between dependent 

and independent variables. Predication is adopted by 

regression technique. There are various regression 

methods include linear regression, nonlinear regression, 

multivariate linear regression, and multivariate nonlinear 

regression 

Association rule  

Association rule is well-known data mining 

technique allows in large databases to discover 

interesting relations between different variables. For 

example, the rule {Milk, Sugar → Coffee} found in the 

sales data of a general store would shows that if a 

customer buys milk and sugar together, that person is 

expected to also buy coffee. The different association rule 

methods are quantitative association rule, multilevel 

association rule, and multidimensional association rule. 

Neural Networks  

A neural network is a data mining technique that 

is used to derive complex relationships to find patterns in 

data to extract patterns for continuous input and output 

values. Neural networks are useful on particular database 

having missing, partial, and noisy data. Analyze 

handwritten character recognition is a one of the 

application implement by neural network technique. 

METHODOLOGY   

Clustering is a separation of data into groups of 

related objects. Cluster consist each group of objects that 

are similar between themselves and unrelated to objects 

of other groups. Various clustering techniques have 

appeared in order to discover interconnected groups in 

datasets. In this section the techniques for clustering are 

introduced. 

Simple K Means  

Simple K Means clustering technique[4] is a 

simplest unsupervised learning technique. In this 

technique partition x observations into k clusters with the 

nearest mean value in which each observation belongs to 

the cluster. In the beginning, k centroids need to be 

selected. The next stage is to take instances relates to a 

data set and correlate them to the nearest centers.  After 

finding k new centroids, a new binding has to be done 

between the same data set points and the nearest new 

center. This is repeated until all changes are done. 

Finally, this technique intend at minimizing intra cluster 

distance automatically inter cluster distance will be 

maximized and this is represented through squared error 

function. 

SEF = ∑ ∑ ‖α − σi‖�∈∁

�

�

2 

Where, σi is a mean of i 
th

 cluster, ∁i is a i 
th

 

cluster and σi is a point representing the object.  

Farthest First 

One of the heuristic based methods of clustering 

is farthest first [5]. Farthest first is a variant of K Means 

that select centroids and allocate the objects in cluster but 

at the point farthest from the existing cluster centre inside 

the data area. This algorithm provides fast clustering in 

most of the cases and less modification and reassignment 

is required. 

For each Ai = [ai,1, ai,2, …, ai,n] in database D that 

is described by n categorical attributes, f ( ai,j | D) denotes 

the frequency count of attribute value ai,j in the dataset. A 

scoring function designed for evaluating each point is 

defined as 

SF (Ai) = ∑ f�
��� (	a	i,j |	D)	 

Filtered Clusterer 

A filter [6] is a special subset of a partially 

ordered set in mathematics. A filter is the power set of 

some set, partially ordered by set inclusion. Let S be a 

topological space and s a point of S. A filter base F on S is 

said to cluster at s if and only if each element of F has 

nonempty intersection with each neighborhood of s.  If a 

filter base F clusters at s and is finer than a filter base G, 

then G clusters at s too.  Every limit of a filter base F is 

also a cluster point of the base. 

Hierarchical Clusterer 

Hierarchical Clusterer [7] construct a cluster 

hierarchy, a tree of clusters, known as a dendrogram. One 

of the types is Agglomerative hierarchical cluster uses 

bottom up approach and follows the algorithm steps, 

firstly, start with 1 point. Recursively add two or more 

appropriate clusters. Stop when k number of clusters is 

achieved. Second hierarchical cluster is Divisive and 

reverse of agglomerative that uses top down approach 

with following algorithms steps. Start with a big cluster.  

Recursively divides into smaller clusters. Stop when k 

number of clusters is achieved. 

Make Density Based Clusterer 

Make Density Based Clusterer [8] is a class for 

binding a Cluster and returns a density and distribution. 

The normal and discrete distributions produced by the 

wrapped clustered will be fitted within each cluster. The 

algorithmic steps are consider the set of elements E, no. 
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of clusters K, minimum number of points and max 

distance for density measure.  Initialize k=1, repeat the 

step if ai not in cluster then C={ aj | aj is density-reachable 

from ai. If C is a valid cluster then k=k+1; Kk=C , finally 

repeat until i=n. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

In this section, the placement data of 150 final 

year BE students of  Engineering College is collected as 

an input and experiments these test dataset in Weka tool 

for clustering. 

Table I: List of attributes of datasets 

Attributes  Values  

Marks% 0-100(%) 

Communication skills Average, Good, Excellent 

Technical skills 0-10 

Personality  Average, Good, Excellent 

Vocational Training 0-10 

Projects  0-10 

Gender  F(Female), M(Male) 

Area Rural, Urban 

 

To implementing the various algorithm on the 

given data set required to convert excel file to csv file and  

get the required csv file for processing in weka tools. 

 

Figure 1: CSV file of data placement 

 

After the collection of desired data we apply 

various algorithms on the student’s placement data set 

using weka tool. We experiment Simple K means, 

Farthest First, Filtered Clusterer, Hierarchical Clusterer 

and Make Density Based Clusterer algorithms on the 

student placement data set using weka tool. 

Experimental performances of each clustering 

algorithm are performed in weka tools with the following 

results. 

 
Figure 2: Experimental result of Simple K Means 

cluster 

 
Figure 3: Experimental result of Farthest First 

 
Figure 4: Experimental result of Filtered Clusterer 
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Figure 5: Experimental result of Hierarchical 

Clusterer 

 
Figure 6: Experimental result of Make Density Based 

Clusterer 

After implementing the above clustering 

algorithm we analysis the clustering algorithms 

performance in the term of execution time of complete 

datasets and clustered instances in the form of percentage. 

Finally, we compare the clustering algorithms Simple K 

Means, Farthest First, Filtered Clusterer, Hierarchical 

Clusterer and Make Density Based Clusterer.  

Table II: Comparison of cluster algorithms 

Cluster Algorithms 

Clustered 

Instances 

(in %) 

Time taken 

to build 

model 

(in Seconds) 

 0 1  

SimpleKMeans 32 68 0.02 

FarthestFirst 83 17 0.02 

FilteredClusterer 32 68 0.02 

HierarchicalClusterer 99 1 0.09 

MakeDensityBasedClusterer 31 69 0.08 

 

Figure 7: Clustered Instances  

 

Figure 8: Execution time 

CONCLUSION   

The experimental results of clustering 

algorithms on student’s placement datasets is performed 

here. The performance of the various clustering 

algorithms is compared based on clustered instances and 

time taken to form the estimated clusters. In the cluster 0, 

Hierarchical Clusterer algorithm gets highest percentage 

and Make Density Based Clusterer with lowest 

percentage. In case of cluster 1, it is reverse performance 

of cluster 0. Both Simple K Means and Filtered Clusterer 

are same clustered instances value. In the terms of 

execution time Hierarchical Clusterer takes maximum 

time as compare to others. The equal execution time 

taken by Simple K means, Farthest First and Filtered 

Clusterer algorithm for given datasets.  These results can 

be used in future for similar type of research work. 
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